Instructions for Uploading from Word Perfect to Email:

Preparing to Upload:
1) Take any Word Perfect document, new or old, and put it on the screen
2) Hit Control F5
3) At prompt, hit 1 (DOS text)
4) At next prompt, hit 1 again (SAVE) (I've called this file "upload")

Go To Email
1) Don't go into PINE. Rather, at RAPHAEL% prompt, type KERMIT
2) At C-KERMIT> type RECEIVE and the file name
3) When you see "Escape back to your local system and give a SEND Command" press PgUP key
4) Choose 2 for Kermit and hit return
5) It will ask for filename---and if you type c:\upload [or whatever the file name is] and it will begin transmitting.
6) When done, type EXIT at the C>Kermit prompt
7) At RAPHAEL% type PINE
8) C for Compose
9) Enter Address
10) Enter Subject Line
11) Type in anything you want to have appear before the file you are sending
12) Type Control R
13) Then type file name ("upload" only; no c:\ this time)
   It will read in the file you uploaded to Kermit
14) Send message as normal email.

Now, I'll do all of this per these instructions. If you receive
Here we go . . .